First Grade “Post Test”

CIRCLE ONE RIGHT ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION.

1. What is one sense that is important for humans to make observations?
   a. Seeing
   b. Magic
   c. Yelling

2. What do plants need to grow?
   a. Popsicles and popcorn
   b. Sunlight, water and air
   c. Orange juice and cement
   d. Television and cars

3. What part of the snake helps it smell?
   a. Nostrils
   b. Tongue
   c. Tail

4. Name one invention that humans have come up with from learning about animal’s special abilities?

5. What might an animal need to live in the ocean?
   a. Fins
   b. Fur
   c. Blue skin
   d. Roots
6. Name one animal that can go through metamorphosis.
   a. Dog
   b. Trees
   c. Bear
   d. Toad

7. Which one of these is a way that seeds can travel?
   a. Driving a school bus
   b. Blowing away in the wind
   c. They grow legs and walk away

8. What might an animal need to live in the desert?
   a. Bark
   b. Scales
   c. Fins
   d. Fur

9. Plants and animals have body parts that help them live in different kinds of places. Circle the sentence that is TRUE.
   a. A shark has sharp teeth to help it eat plants.
   b. A bear has claws to help it climb trees.
   c. A penguin has thick fur to help keep it cool.
   d. A fish has fins to help it walk on land.

10. What is one reason why it is important to have quiet time in nature?